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What next?
• Critical question: How much will it cost?

• Extend scenario modelling to proximal eruptions

 How does impact vary at different exposures
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Summary and conclusions
 Previous clean-up operations indicate: <100% of deposit removed from urban areas depending on exposure; clean-up

operations can be long lasting regardless of exposure

Clean-up modelling results indicate: Large volumes will need to be removed even in a low impact thin distal deposit clean-

up scenario; clean-up could last for months.

Our work provides an outline for how to assess pyroclastic deposit clean-up impact around the world
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Average values across metropolitan Auckland
• 13% impervious surfaces (not roads or roofs)

• 11% building footprint

• 5% roads

Why are pyroclastic deposits 

in urban areas a bad thing?
• Reduce infrastructure functionality

• Damage buildings and building contents

• Public health hazard

Clean-up operations are…
• Operationally challenging

• Potentially prolonged

• Expensive

Why Auckland?
• New Zealand’s largest city and important 

economic hub

• Built on monogenetic volcanic field

• Potential distal pyroclastic deposit sources

In this poster:
• Review of previous clean-up operations

• Modelling of clean-up scenarios in Auckland:

• How much needs to be removed?

• How long will it take?

• What resources are needed?
Effective clean-up reduces impacts Huge volumes of material to move Response planning Impact assessment

Roads Roofs Impervious surfaces Airport Healthcare facilities

Clean-up 1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Clean-up 2 ✔

Clean-up 3 ✔50%

Clean-up 4 ✔

Clean-up 5 ✔

Clean-up 6 ✔

A: Deposit removal in Auckland B: Road sweeping – thin deposits C: Bulk transportation – thick deposits

Clean-up duration (weeks)
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1mm scenario 

• Where does material get removed from?

 Roads, airport, healthcare facilities

• How does it get removed?

 Street sweepers on roads

• How long will it take?

 Weeks - months

1cm scenario

• Where does material get removed from?

 Roads, roofs, impervious surfaces

• How does it get removed?

 Trucks to transport bulk material

 Street sweeper on roads after bulk removal

• How long will it take?

 Months

Auckland clean-up modelling

How this work was done
• Systematic review of clean-up operations from 29 cities/towns around the world

• Geospatial modeling of distal sourced pyroclastic deposit scenarios (1mm and 1cm) for

Auckland metropolitan area.

• Auckland City zoned by meshblocks (mb) and area within each mb made up of: building

footprint (proxy for roof), roads, and other impervious surfaces (driveways, car parks

etc) calculated to determine pyroclastic deposit volume requiring clean-up.

• Sweeper truck requirements & duration of clean-up operation determined by finding the

total length of sealed road needing clean-up and assuming sweeping pick-up efficiency

(50% per run), speed (5-7km/hr) and carrying capacity (5-7 m3).

Origin-destination (OD) network analysis

• Each mb assigned a point (origin) which acts as a

pick-up location for trucks to transport deposits

to disposal sites (destination).

• OD network analysis determines time and

distance to each possible disposal site (16 sites in

total).

• Clean-up resource requirements and duration

determined using the quickest disposal site for

each origin point.

Transport to disposal sites
• Meshblock zones

• Origin points

• Disposal site

Clean-up operations in a global context

Clean-up duration
• Clean-up operations can take

from days to many months.

• Even low exposure can

require prolonged clean-up

• Depends on:

• Resource availability

• Duration of eruption

• Remobilisation of deposit

• Evacuations

Deposit removal
• Volumes removed are much less

that 100%.

• As exposure decreases so too

does the proportion of total

deposit that is removed.

 Some surfaces don’t need

cleaning at low exposures (e.g.

vegetated areas)

• Loaders & graders used to remove

bulk material (Thickness ~1cm+)

• Sweepers used to remove 

remaining residue (1-5mm).

Jacobbacci, Argentina 2011 
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